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Abstract: In this paper we re-investigate the core of Schrödinger’s “cat paradox”. We argue that one has to
distinguish clearly between superpositions of macroscopic cat states |©··̂ 〉 + |©··_ 〉 and superpositions
of entangled states |©··̂ , ↑〉 + |©··_ , ↓〉 which comprise both the state of the cat (©··̂ =alive, ©··_ =dead)
and the radioactive substance (↑=not decayed, ↓=decayed). It is shown, that in the case of the cat
experiment recourse to decoherence or other mechanisms is not necessary in order to explain the
absence of macroscopic superpositions. Additionally, we present modified versions of two quantum
optical experiments as experimenta crucis. Applied rigorously, quantum mechanical formalism reduces
the problem to a mere pseudo-paradox.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a number of reports on cool-ing of micromirrors [1, 2] and micromechanical resonator[3] down to such low temperatures that quantum effectssuch as superposition and entanglement at a macroscopicscale come into reach. Also, photoassociative forma-tion of macroscopic atom-molecule superposition in Bose-Einstein-condensates recently has been considered the-oretically [5]. Almost all works dealing with macroscopicsuperposition of one kind or another refer to the cat para-dox claiming the cat itself being in a superposition state.
∗E-mail: stefan.rinner@physik.uni-regensburg.de
†E-mail: ernst.werner@physik.uni-regensburg.de

Yet, as mentioned by Leggett [6] “the conceptual statusof the theory is still a topic of lively controversy” and wewould like to contribute to this controversy an alternativepoint of view which quite naturally explains the suppres-sion of interference effects in macroscopic objects alreadyat the level of isolated systems.For the sake of completeness we briefly give the basicingredients of the Gedankenexperiment. The proposal in-volves a cat (macroscopic), a vial of cyanide and a radioac-tive atom (microscopic) initially prepared in a metastablestate. All three components are placed inside a closedbox. The radioactive atom has a probability of 1/2 for de-caying within one hour. If it decays the cyanide shall beunharnessed and will kill the cat via some mechanism. InSchrödinger’s own words [7]:If one has left this entire system to itselffor an hour, one would say that the cat still
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lives if meanwhile no atom has decayed. Thefirst atomic decay would have poisoned it.The ψ-function of the entire system wouldexpress this by having in it the living andthe dead cat (pardon the expression) mixedor smeared out in equal parts.
The first sentence of this quotation emphasizes the entan-gled character of the system’s state by stressing the word“if”.In the third sentence Schrödinger refers to the ψ-functionof the entire system. As Schrödinger neither claims thecat to be in a superposition state nor even uses the term“paradox” throughout the article the succeeding interpre-tations of his Gedankenexperiment can only be thoughtof having misconstrued Schrödinger’s intention. In fact,a paradox could only arise when claiming the nucleus tobe in a superposition state one concludes that, due to theentanglement between states of the atom and states of thecat, the cat is in a superposition of its two possible states,too, a minore ad maius, so to speak. As an example of thisattitude we quote [9]:

Quantum mechanics tells us that at anytime the nucleus involved is in a superposi-tion of the decayed and original state. Be-cause the fate of the cat is perfectly corre-lated with the state of the nucleus undergo-ing decay, we are forced to conlude that thecat must also be in a superposition state, thistime of being alive and dead.
This assessment is wide-spread in the literature (see e.g.[10, 11] and citations therein). In this paper we investigatea different proposition that has the advantage of yieldingnon-paradoxical predictions. Contrary to the statementcited above, it asserts that at any time neither the nu-cleus (if the initial state is Eq. (1)) nor the cat are in asuperposition.The fact of the matter is that already three years beforeSchrödinger’s article von Neumann treating the propertiesof composite systems made the point clear [19]:

Auf Grund der obigen Resultate hebenwir noch hervor: Ist I im Zustande φ(q) undII im Zustande ξ(r), so ist I+II im ZustandeΦ(q, r) = φ(q)ξ(r). Ist dagegen I+II in einemZustande Φ(q, r), der kein Produkt φ(q)ξ(r)ist, so sind I und II Gemische, aber Φ stifteteine ein-eindeutige Zuordnung zwischen denmöglichen Werten gewisser Größen in I undin II.
In English and contemporary diction, the main result ofhis analysis of composite systems is the following: if a

composite system is in an entangled state, each of itssubsystems is in a mixed state. Thus, for the case inquestion here, the subsystem “cat” is described by a mixedstate and consequently is not in a superposition state.
2. Superposition and entanglement
Since there is no correlation between cat and radioactivematerial in the very beginning of the Gedankenexperimentthe state vector of the combined system may be written asa tensor product in the following way

|Ψ(0)〉 = | ↑〉 ⊗ |©··̂ 〉. (1)
In the course of time both subsystems become entangledand the system’s state can be written

|Ψ(t)〉 = (e− 12 λt | ↑,©··̂ 〉+√1− e−λt | ↓,©··_ 〉). (2)
Two peculiarities of the given setup should be noted. First,the Hilbert-space for the combined system is spanned bythe four basis states {| ↑,©··̂ 〉, | ↓,©··_ 〉, | ↓,©··̂ 〉, | ↑,©··_ 〉}.Due to the initial condition of Eq. (1) only the subspacespanned by the vectors given in Eq. (2) is accessible. Sec-ondly, for t > 0 the superposition of Eq. (2) will decay intime leading to a final state |Ψ(t → ∞) = | ↓,©··_ 〉 evenwithout the impact of an external environment.The assumed half-life of one hour gives for the decay con-stant λ = ln(2)3600 s and for the corresponding state after onehour

|Ψ′〉 := |Ψ(1 h)〉 = 1√2(| ↑,©··̂ 〉+ | ↓,©··_ 〉). (3)
Note that this statement is about the whole system beingin a superposition state, but not concurrently a statementabout the subsystems. In order to gain information aboutthe state of subsystem A of a combined system AB therules of quantum mechanics tell us that one should con-sider the system’s density matrix rather than the statevector description and take the partial trace over the de-grees of freedom of subsystem B.Thus, considering the density matrix of the evolved state

ρ̂′sys. = 12(| ↑,©··̂ 〉〈©··̂ , ↑ |+ | ↓,©··_ 〉〈©··_ , ↓ |+
+ | ↑,©··̂ 〉〈©··_ , ↓ |+ | ↓,©··_ 〉〈©··̂ , ↑ |).

the density matrix describing the cat alone results fromtaking the partial trace
ρ̂′cat = 〈↑ |ρ̂′sys.| ↑〉+ 〈↓ |ρ̂′sys.| ↓〉= 12(|©··̂ 〉〈©··̂ |+ |©··_ 〉〈©··_ |). (4)
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This means that within the framework of quantum mechan-ics there actually is no paradox, since the above reduceddensity matrix for the subsystem “cat” is a statistical mix-ture of states dead or alive with equal probability 1/2.The situation is the same as in classical statistics whenone describes the unknown outcome (head or tail) of toss-ing a coin. No superposition state of the cat is presentwhich would give rise to non-diagonal entries in the cat’sdensity matrix ρ̂′cat .At first sight, introducing the partial trace in such a wayand declaring it a rule of quantum mechanics might seemjust a clever trick in order to circumvent the interpre-tational difficulties posed by the paradox. Indeed, whyshould one choose to define the reduced state of a sub-system just in that way?In order to justify this, consider a composite system ABwhose state space is described by a tensor product ofHilbert spaces HAB = HA⊗HB with HA ∩HB = ∅. Then,if OA is some observable of subsystem A acting on HA thecorresponding observable acting on HAB is consistentlydefined by O = OA⊗1̂B , where 1̂B is the identity-operatoron HB . When subsytem A is prepared in a state describedby ρA the expectation value of OA should equal the ex-pectation value of OA⊗ 1̂B when we prepare the combinedsystem in ρ = ρA ⊗ ρB . That is, consistency of measure-ment statistics demands the following equality to hold:
Tr(OAρA) = Tr([OA ⊗ 1̂B ]ρ) (5)

It can be shown that this equation can only be satisfiedif the state of the subsystem ρA is defined via the partialtrace:
〈O〉 = TrA,B

(
ρO
) =∑

a,b

〈a, b|ρO|b, a〉 =
= ∑

a
〈a|
∑
b

〈b|ρ1̂B|b〉OA|a〉 = TrA
(
ρAOA

) =
= 〈OA〉

This shows that in fact there is no freedom of choice inthe way one defines the state of a subsystem.Note, that in this deduction there was no assumptionabout the size of the quantum subsystems. That is, onedoes not need to emphasize the macroscopic size of thecat and interpret the cat itself as some measurement ap-paratus or even to call for some sort of consciousness ofthe cat. In particular, the same still holds if the two sub-systems are two-level systems like one atom with states
|e〉, |g〉 and the radiation field inside a cavity with numberstates |0〉 and |1〉. If the system is in a superposition state

1√2(|e, 0〉+ |g, 1〉) (6)

neither the atom nor the cavity field alone are in a su-perposition. In the same line of reasoning and goingfrom Fock states further to coherent field states (Glauberstates) of mesoscopic size, the state in Eq. (1) of [13] ofthe form
|Ψ〉 = 1√2(|e, αeiφ〉+ |g, αe−iφ〉) (7)

actually does not describe a superposition of the coherentfield states |αeiφ〉 and |αe−iφ〉.Here, some words about change of basis seem to be inorder. It is clear that a mere rotation of axes will notchange the situation, e.g. consider the case of symmetric(S) and antisymmetric (A) linear combinations of the ”old”basis states defined in the usual way:
|S〉 = 1√2(|©··̂ 〉+ |©··_ 〉), |+〉 = 1√2(| ↑〉+ | ↓〉)
|A〉 = 1√2(|©··̂ 〉 − |©··_ 〉), |−〉 = 1√2(| ↑〉 − | ↓〉).

Then
1√2(|©··̂ , ↑〉+ |©··_ , ↓〉

) = 1√2(|S,+〉+ |A,−〉). (8)
Again, after tracing over the states |+〉 and |−〉 the re-duced density matrix is given by
ρ̂′cat = 12(|S〉〈S|+ |A〉〈A|) = 12(|©··̂ 〉〈©··̂ |+ |©··_ 〉〈©··_ |)

where the last equality is obtained by transforming |S〉and |A〉 back to the “old” basis states. So, in both basesthe reduced density matrix is diagonal which does notpose any kind of interpretational problem.
Rather one could object that in quantum mechanics a mea-surable state should be an eigenstate of some observable(operator) and for the (anti-)symmetric combination-statesa corresponding observable could be difficult to define. Atleast, it is not obvious what this would look like. As, bythe way, is already the case for the ”alive” and ”dead”states introduced by Schrödinger. In the latter case, it iseasy to find some alternative system to replace the cat,
e.g. some mass suspended on a thread that is cut if theatom decays. Thus, the macroscopically distinct states
|>〉(=mass hangs on the thread) and |⊥〉 (=mass fallento the floor) correspond to the liveliness of the cat. Ifthe thread is attached at some place outside the box andscreened from view in one way or the other, the weight
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of the box could be an appropriate observable that allowsone to discriminate both states from each other.The main message of this paragraph is the following:in order to generate macroscopic superposition states
|©··̂ 〉+ |©··_ 〉 one needs to entangle the macroscopic objectswith a microscopic system in order to arrive via unitaryevolution at states of the form |©··̂ , ↑〉 + |©··_ , ↓〉. Thesestates correspond to those of Eq. (10) for the Paris exper-iment and Eq. (13) for the Garching experiment describedin the next section and do not yet constitute superpos-tion of macroscopic states. The very important last stepin the experimental preparation protocol for (macroscopic)superpositions is the erasing of welcher-Weg-informationleading e.g. to states of the form (|©··̂ 〉+ |©··_ 〉)| ↑〉 where ameasurement on the microscopic system leaves the macro-scopic one in a superposition. Yet, this last step is miss-ing in the original case of Schrödinger’s cat. Furthermore,the signature of coherent superposition is the interferencepattern in some proper measureable quantity. Yet, inter-ference requires the system to be able to take two or moredifferent paths B, C, D,... in order to arrive from an initialstate A to a final state Z. In the cat paradox these two ormore paths leading to one common final state are missingas well.
3. Experimental test

Whether the reduced density matrix of a subsystem isenough in order to describe the state of the subsys-tem completely and correctly, should not be a questionof philosophical taste but should be decided at first in-stance by experiments. Therefore, we propose to modifytwo quantum-optical experiments in such a way that themeasurement takes place at an earlier stage than in theoriginal versions.
3.1. Paris experiment

The first of such tests consists in the modification of anexperiment Brune et al. [13] have carried out in quan-tum optics. It constitutes the experimental adoption of anearlier theoretical proposal by Schaufler et al.[14]. Thesetup is substantially made up by a high-Q microwaveresonator C containing a coherent field |α〉 and Rydbergatoms with excited |e〉 and ground state |g〉 that are usedboth to manipulate and probe the field. Before entering Cthe atom is prepared in an superposition of |e〉 and |g〉 inlow-Q cavity R1 by a resonant π/2 pulse. This superpo-sition state enters C and being detuned from resonanceinteracts dispersively with the cavity field in C . This in-teraction produces an atom-level depending phase shift

of the cavity field and leads to the following entangledatom-field state:
|Ψ〉R1C = 1√2(|e, α〉+ |g,−α〉) (9)

where the subscript on the left hand side indicates thatthe atom has already passed R1 and C . Now, followingwidespread opinion one would say that the field is alreadyin a superposition.Contrary to accepted opinion, we hold a different view thatis based on the importance we ascribe to the reduced den-sity matrix. After leaving C the atom undergoes another
π/2 pulse in a second resonator R2 leading to the systemstate:
|Ψ〉R1CR2 = N [(| − α〉 − |α〉)|e〉+ (| − α〉+ |α〉)|g〉)](10)with some normalisation constant N . Behind R2 the atomis detected state-selectively. This projects the field stateonto |α〉 + eiψ |α〉 with ψ = 0 or ψ = π, according towhether the state of the atom was |g〉 or |e〉 respectively.In the original version of the experiment this state is sub-sequently probed by a second atom that is sent into thesetup after a variable time interval τ in order to monitordecoherence. The signature of progressive loss of coher-ence is the decay of the two-atom correlation signal as afunction of the preparation-probing interval τ.If as argued usually Eq.(9) already was a Schrödinger catstate the second Ramsey-zone in the setup of Brune et

al. would have been needless. Indeed, the quantum inter-ference signal is explained through erasing welcher-Weg-information in [15]. Therefore, repeating measurements onthis apparatus and leaving out the interaction in R2 inthe preparation process as well as the state-selective de-tection of the preparing atom could decide whether onecould measure the two-atom correlation signal at all inthis modified version.
3.2. Garching experiment
In this paragraph we propose a modification of anotherexperimental setup in order to show that the absence ofquantum interference in subsystem-states when the en-tangled system is in a superposition is not a peculiarityof one of the subsystems being (quasi) macroscopic as inEq. (9). A preparation scheme for superposition states ofhighly non-classical photon number states of a radiationfield inside a high-Q cavity was proposed in [16] for onecavity and in [17] for two coupled micromasers. In thesepapers, the coherent exchange of energy between Rydbergatoms sent through the cavity with the radiation field isused. Intriguingly, following only the Rabi oscillations
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in the Jaynes-Cummings model of quantum optics quan-tum interference effects will be observable only if both theatom and the field are in coherent superpositions at thebeginning of the interaction.Suppose we start with the atom in the excited state andthe cavity mode in the vacuum:
|ψ(0)〉 = |e〉|0〉. (11)

The time structure of the Rabi oscillation leads to
|ψ(t)〉 = cos(gt)|e, 0〉+ i sin(gt)|g, 1〉 (12)

where g denotes the vacuum Rabi frequency. At somepoint of the Rabi oscillation two lasers are applied thatinduce transitions of the atom from both state |e〉 and state
|g〉 to one and the same lower lying state |a〉. Note that
|g〉 is some highly excited Rydberg state and only theground state of the maser transition, not the ”real” groundstate of the atom. Hereby, the welcher-Weg-informationwas erased giving rise to observable quantum interferenceeffects since the state of the system after this procedureis given by

|ψ(t′)〉 = ( cos(gt′)|0〉+ i sin(gt′)|1〉)|a〉. (13)
Detection of the atom in |a〉 leaves the field in a coherentsuperposition.This suggests that the general recipe for the generation of(particularly macroscopic) superposition states is the fol-lowing: at first, create entanglement with another (micro-scopic) system. This leads to superpositions of entangledstates. Yet, in order to transfer the coherence to one ofthe subsystems alone one has to deliberately disentanglethe two systems by erasing the welcher-Weg-informationin one subsystem and thus enabling quantum interferenceeffects in the other one.
4. Measurement problem
Since any physical property finally has to be measured inorder to gain information about its value the act of mea-surement plays a decisive role both in the formulation andinterpretation of theories in physics. The proposed inter-pretation in terms of density matrices and partial traceoperations for subsystems of composed systems also obvi-ates the so called measurement problem (at least the partof it dealing with the problem of definite outcomes). If themeasurement deviceM allows for two readings | ↗〉, | ↖〉

correlated with the cat’s state of liveliness then the ex-tended density matrix reads
ρ̂ = 12(| ↖, ↑,©··̂ 〉〈©··̂ , ↑,↖ |+ | ↗, ↓,©··_ 〉〈©··_ , ↓,↗ |+

+ | ↖, ↑,©··̂ 〉〈©··_ , ↓,↗ |+ | ↗, ↓,©··_ 〉〈©··̂ , ↑,↖ |).
which gives for the measurement device’s reduced densitymatrix

ρ̂M = 12(| ↖〉〈↖ |+ | ↗〉〈↗ |). (14)
The same is still true if the measurement apparatus allowsfor more than two pointer states as in the original formu-lation of the problem by von Neumann [19]. There, oneconsiders a (microscopic) system S with Hilbert space HSand basis vectors |sn〉 together with a (macroscopic) mea-surement apparatus A with Hilbert space HA and basisvectors |an〉 that are supposed to correspond to macro-scopically distinguishable pointer states. Further, it isassumed that a pointer reading of |an〉 corresponds to thestate |sn〉 of system S. If |a0〉 denotes the ready-positionof the apparatus the following evolution will take place:

(∑
n
cn(0)|sn〉) |a0〉 −→∑

n
cn(t)|sn〉|an〉. (15)

The reduced density matrix of the apparatus has only di-agonal entries:
(ρ̂A)nn (t) = |cn(t)|2 (16)

Consequently, the outcomes of measurements are statis-tically distributed, yet definite ones.
5. Conclusion
First, in the preceeding it was shown that neither deco-herence, i.e. entanglement with some environment, norother ideas like superpositions of space-time geometries[18] need to be invoked in order to arrive at a classicalpicture of the Schrödinger cat scenario. This shall notderogate the clarification on the role of the environmentaccomplished by the decoherence program. In the casein question here, resorting to decoherence in order toarrive at classicality of the cat is not necessary and stillfeatures interpretational problems in explaining e.g. howsmall the off-diagonal elements of the density matrixmust be in order to call the density matrix a statisticalmixture since they vanish only in the limit t −→ ∞.Hence, the transition from the (alleged) macroscopic
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superposition state to the familiar statistical mixturewould still necessitate the existence of some observerand would depend on his ability to resolve the ”distance”of the individual components of the superposition state.Quite contrary, we argue that for the generation of(macroscopic) superposition states of the Schrödingercat kind some initial entanglement with a microscopicsystem has to be removed from the composite system lateron by performing a transformation on the microscopicsystem that erases the welcher-Weg-information. Infact, the signature of coherent superposition states isthe interference pattern of some proper measureablequantity. This interference arises if the system startingout from its initial state A has two or more possibilitiesB, C, D ... ending up in one final state Z. Yet, in thecase of Schrödinger’s cat there is no such final state towhich two or more different paths would have been open.Where, then, should interference come from?Secondly, it is more satisfying to have a self-consistentinterpretation which does not contradict everyday ex-perience (i.e. no superposed cats), but still is able tofully reproduce measurements performed on intentionallyprepared superposition states, exemplarily shown for[13], [16]. This is guaranteed by interpreting the reduceddensity matrix as a quantity that completely describesthat state of a given subsystem.To summarize, Schrödinger’s cat paradox in our opinionhas its roots in the state vector description of thecomposite system which indeed shows a superposition ofstates (i.e. entangled state). In order to come from thisentangled state to a superposition of the two cat statesone has to ignore the non-identity of the two nuclearstates. This step is much less innocent than it might look:it changes -by hand- an entangled state into a coherentstate. In physical reality such a transmutation couldonly be achieved by erasing “which-path-information”(see the discussion in Sec. 3.2) which is not the casehere. We have shown that, at least in the two casesdiscussed above, a well-chosen transformation on one ofthe subsystems can lead to a disentangled state whichindeed leaves the other subsystem in a superpositionstate.Although the interpretation of the mathematical formalismunderlying a physical theory to a certain extent hasa right in its own, it holds the dangerous tendencyto misconceive itself as the “philosophy of nature” inthe sense that the elements of the theory are taken tocorrespond to essential properties of reality. Interpre-tations of quantum mechanics are particularly prone tothis ontological persuasion. Yet, the relation between

the formalism and the supposedly underlying reality ittries to describe cannot be treated within the formalismitself. Since physical theories are not part of the objectsinvestigated by quantum mechanics, quantum mechanicsitself is not an object the theory makes statements about.The connection between theory and reality has to beestablished systematically in the formulation of thetheory and the theory has to be checked for consistencyhenceforth.
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